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Abstract 
The gradual advancement of technologies like cloud computing, there is enough necessity to improve computing 
techniques. Speed and security is a problem even in this environment. In order to achieve security, the files and 
data in any cloud environment need to be anonymized. Clustering has been used for long as a technique to 
achieve this. The cloud environment is supposed to have uncertainty and the data may be heterogeneous. So, a 
robust algorithm is necessary in this direction. In this paper we propose an algorithm, which we call as AMMR 
(Advanced Min-Min Roughness) algorithm by extending the MMR algorithm developed by Tripathy. This 
algorithm has the characteristics like being stable, handling uncertainty and categorical data. 
Keywords : Cloud Computing, Database, MMR, Rough Set.  
 
1. Introduction 
Clustering is the unsupervised classification of patterns (observations, data items, or feature vectors) into groups 
(clusters) . Data clustering is a method in which we make cluster of objects that are somehow similar in 
characteristics. The criterion for checking the similarity is implementation dependent. Clustering is often 
confused with classification, but there is some difference between the two. In classification the objects are 
assigned to predefined classes, whereas in clustering the classes are also to be defined. We can use clustering in 
different techniques in data mining. Unsupervised classification, data segmentation are some of its applications. 
We can easily segment the large heterogeneous data sets into smaller homogeneous subsets which are further 
analyzed after separately modeling. Biomedicine, research and application of radar scanning, development and 
manufacturing are some of the active areas where clustering techniques have been constantly being used 
successfully. Cloud computing is a potential area where optimization needs to be done with respect to data 
clustering. There are or may be not enough sufficient algorithm that can cluster the data . Moreover these 
algorithms are based more on numerical data , and are not designed to handle uncertainty in the clustering 
process. Dealing with the cloud where there are different types of files and data that have multi- valued attribute 
data and file clustering becomes a important issue. 
There are algorithms related to application of fuzzy set in clustering categorical data have been 
proposed by Huang ( Halkidi, Batistakis & Vazirgiannis ,2001) and Kim et al. ( He, Xu & Deng, 2004). 
However, these algorithms require multiple runs to establish the stability needed to obtain a satisfactory value for 
one parameter used to control the membership fuzziness. So, a clustering algorithm that is robust and can, to an 
extent handle to an extent uncertainty in data clustering. This kind of algorithm was given by (Ganti, Gehrke & 
Ramakrishnan, 1999), which uses rough set theory. It manages impreciseness based on rough set theory. It also 
handles uncertainty to a great extent. Given a large data set it can provide with stable results given a input. In the 
following sections we present the new algorithm which can be considered the advanced version of MMR, 
analyze its superiority and using advanced clustering techniques cluster data sets in a cloud. 
 
2. Cloud Computing 
Cloud computing is a delivery platform which is flexible, cost-effective and proven. It basically provides 
business or consumer IT services over the Internet. The term Cloud is used as a metaphor for the Internet. 
Regardless of user location or device, Cloud resources can be rapidly deployed and easily scaled, with all 
processes, applications and services provisioned “on demand,”.  It is the delivery of computing as a service 
rather than a product, whereby shared resources, software, and information are provided to computers and other 
devices as a metered service over a network. Most cloud computing infrastructures consist of services delivered 
through shared data-centers and appearing as a single point of access for consumers' computing needs. It can be 
viewed as a combination (have characteristics) of: 
1. Client-server model: Distributed application that has a server and client used for communication between a 
server and client. 
2. Autonomic computing: Self-management for Computer System. 
3. Mainframe computer: for bulk data processing. 
4. Peer to peer: in contrast to client server, both participants being at the same time both suppliers and 
consumers of resource without the need of  central coordination. 
5. Utility computing: Pay and use kind of tradition. 
It is device and location independent. Its characteristic of multi tenancy allows sharing of resources and costs 
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across a large pool of users. It is reliable and scalable. Maintenance is also easier as cloud computing 
applications need not to be installed in each user’s computer. 
 
2.1 Types of cloud 
1. Hybrid Cloud: It is a combination of two or more private, community or public cloud. It further provides 
opportunity for further deployment. 
2. Private cloud: A cloud which is developed and deployed solely for a single organization. It can be either 
managed the organization itself or third party. 
3. Intercloud : Extension of internet which is a interconnected global clouds of clouds. 
4. Community cloud: It is a cloud that is shared between different organizations that can be either managed 
internally or by the third party. 
There are three types of Cloud models: 
1. SAAS: Software as a Service, which provides software as and when required. 
2. PAAS: Platform as a Service provides platform, middleware, databases, development tooling etc when and as 
required. 
3. IAAS: Infrastructure as a Service provides support of Servers, Networking, and Storage as and when required 
by the user.  
 
3. MMR Algorithm 
The MMR algorithm is used for clustering data tables with objects having multiple attributes. Here, this 
algorithm finds importance in PAAS (platform as a service) which provides database management and services. 
In general, in a cloud, we may have many objects with heterogeneous attributes say our data table may contain 
pictures, videos, audio etc. Now these objects may have different attributes for example a picture may have 
attribute of ( date, size, format, location, dimensions ).We may need to cluster the data tables according to our 
need for this we must first identify the pictures (say by format identification for e.g. file formats 
with .jpg, .jpeg, .gif are more likely to be pictures) and then extract the attributes  in a data table, and cluster 
according to the algorithm discussed. These concepts can be further extended according to our needs by 
extracting the multiple attributes of the required files and then clustering the data tables.   
 
4. Advanced MMR 
Nomenclature used in Advanced MMR is shown in Table 1. 
4.1 Algorithm 
Select clustering type 
Switch:  
Case i) file type                        //clustering based on type of file attribute; 
           Loop{array[attributes]: = Getfile(attributes)}; 
         Create a separate database of attributes collected through functions; 
                                    //for example if (jpg, jpeg, png, gif file extensions etc are identified and placed under a 
column named pictures ) 
                                    //Similarly for videos etc; 
Call procedure AMMR(U,k)             //clustering algorithm 
Break; 
Case ii)data type; 
Loop{array[attributes]:=Getdata(attributes)}; 
         Create a separate database of attributes collected through functions; 
Call procedure Ammr(U,k)              //clustering algorithm 
Break; 
Procedure AMMR(U, k)                //after getting data table of attributes; 
Begin 
Set current number of cluster CNC = 1 
Set NodeParent = U 
Loop1: 
If CNC < k and CNC ≠  1 then 
ParentNode = ProcParentNode (CNC) 
End if 
                                    // Clustering the nodeParent 
For each ia  A (i = 1 to n∈ , where n is the number of attributes in A) 
Determine  m iInd(a )[x ]  (m = 1 to number of objects) 
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For each ja  A(j = 1 to n∈ , where n is the number of attributes in A, j  i)≠ Calculate 
ja iRough (a )  
Next 
 
Min-Roughness (ai) = Min (Roughaj (ai)) 
Next 
Set Min–Min-Roughness =Min (Min-Roughness (ai)), i = 1,. . .,n 
Determine splitting attribute ai corresponding to the Min–Min-Roughness 
Do binary split on the splitting attribute ai 
CNC = the number of leaf nodes 




Set i = 1 
Do until i < CNC 
Size (i) = Count (Set of Elements in Cluster i) 
i = i + 1 
Loop 
Determine Max (Size (i)) 
Return (Set of Elements in cluster i) corresponding to Max (Size (i)) 
End 
 
5. Handling of different types of data 
This AMMR algorithm is designed to cluster the data and files available in a cloud. It first extracts the attributes 
and other information from the network and creates a separate database for example if  (jpg, jpeg, png, gif file 
extensions etc are identified and placed under a column named pictures ) Similarly for videos etc. Then it uses 
the MMR logic to cluster the data sets.   For clustering of numerical data we have defined classes. Here we have 
taken  minimum of ‘n’ of the number of equivalence classes of all attributes containing categorical data, and 
does not divide the number of objects then its ceiling or floor is selected, whichever leads to merging of less 
number of objects. So, we merge the elements which are nearest possible. This iterative step ends when the 
above condition is satisfied. The merged set is termed as an element and all its elements are included in same 
class. The AMMR algorithm emphasizes on finding the minimum of roughness values for every equivalence 
class of each attribute and choosing the attribute possessing the equivalence class with least minimum as 
splitting attribute rather than choosing the attribute which has the least roughness with respect to any attribute.  
 
5.1 Clustering Process 
After getting the attributes in the database and after splitting the objects into two parts, we find the average 
distance between every two tuples in each cluster. For finding the distance we shall use the method of Hamming 
distance, which gives the difference between two objects, taking the equality or otherwise of the respective 
attributes into consideration. If the respective attribute values are equal we add zero and add 1 otherwise. 
Comparing the average distances in the clusters, the record having the least distance is selected. If clusters with 
same average distances are found then we choose the one which has more number of objects. In case of a tie a 
random selection is made. 
 
6. Conclusions 
No or very few algorithms have described approach to cluster the data, files and network in a cloud. Here we 
have introduced a criterion to find a distance between any two data objects by generalizing Hamming distance. 
The object is created by selecting attributes from files and networks. Our Other achievement is in choosing 
cluster for re-clustering and handling of heterogeneous data and files. Future enhancements of this algorithm can 
be made in the fields of selection of splitting attribute by introducing fuzzy properties. This will lead to 
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Table 1. Nomenclature used in Advanced MMR Algorithm 
Symbol Meaning 
U Universe or the set of all objects (x1, x2, . . ) 
X X subset of the set of all objects, (X ⊂ U) 
xi object belonging to the subset of the set of all objects, xi ∈  X 
A the set of all attributes (features or variables)
 
ai attribute belonging to the set of all attributes, ai ∈A. 
V(ai) set of values of attribute ai (or called domain of ai) 
 
B 
non-empty subset of A(B ⊆ A) 
XB lower approximation of X with respect to B 
BX  
upper approximation of X with respect to B 
( ) :iaR x  roughness with respect to {ai} 
[Xi]Ind(B Equivalence class of xi in relation Ind(B), also known as 
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